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Conclusion
To sum up, without genetic diversity in plant species, the ability to develop new and improved crop
varieties might be impossible. Although the approaches discussed (the molecular and phenotypic) to
plant breeding can be used exclusively, they are complementary and will yield more desirable results
when harmonized (combined). These plant breeding approaches for advancing crops with desirable
traits by exploiting the array of diversity inherent in crop species (wild, cultivated and germplasm)
have become even more pertinent as their usage might well contribute to ensuring that food, fiber and
nutrition will be available to feed the world. In this regard, further studies on these approaches using
contemporary breeding tools are required.
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➢ Genetic diversity is fundamental to life and is inherited in the form of observable difference. It
is the constituent for natural selection for creating a huge collection of organisms (Kresovich &
McFerson, 1992).
➢ Genetic diversity preserved in international germplasm repositories are used in plant breeding
for developing improved crop varieties (Mammadov, et al., 2018).
➢ Plant breeders should use genetic diversity to increase agricultural production to ensure the
availability of food for an ever-increasing world population.
➢ Plant breeding is critical to the success of agriculture globally, particularly in the advent of
changing climate which could impact food, fibre and nutrition security (Govindaraj,
Vetriventhan, & Srinivasan, 2014).
Global population is estimated to reach nine billion by 2050,with an increasing demand for food
and water. Genetic diversity could be exploited using two approaches (molecular and phenotypic)
in plant breeding to augment agriculture production for sustained livelihoods.
Field evaluation of cotton (Kangben, 2018)
Agriculture the world over is faced with the threat of food, fiber, and nutrition insecurity
especially in the wake of climate change. However, employing two approaches to plant breeding,
the molecular and phenotypic methods, can make use of genetic diversity in crop species in
order to help surmount these challenges.
.
Phenotypic method Molecular method
Advantages Advantages 
Visible trait expression Fast and precise results
Inexpensive Reveals crop duplicates; 
same crop genetically 
except with different 
names
Disadvantages Disadvantages
Influenced by the 
environment
Expensive
Masks crop duplicates; 
genetic similarity of crops 
is not visible
Requires field validation 
to see the expression of 
the trait
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